In a multi-dimensional domain, the slow motion behavior of internal layer solutions with spherical interfaces, referred to as bubble solutions, is analyzed for the nonlocal Allen-Cahn equation with mass conservation. This problem represents the simplest model for the phase separation of a binary mixture in the presence of a mass constraint. The bubble is shown to drift exponentially slowly across the domain, without change of shape, towards the closest point on the boundary of the domain. An explicit ordinary di erential equation for the motion of the center of the bubble is derived by extending, to a multi-dimensional setting, the asymptotic projection method developed previously by the author to treat metastable problems in one spatial dimension. An asymptotic formula for the time of collapse of the bubble against the boundary of the domain is derived in terms of the principal radii of curvature of the boundary at the initial contact point. An analogy between slow bubble motion and the classical exit problem for di usion in a potential well is given.
Introduction
One of the simplest models for the phase separation of a binary mixture in the presence of a mass constraint is the following constrained Allen-Cahn equation introduced in 24]: u t = 2 4u + Q(u) ? ; x 2 D R N ; (1:1a) @ n u = 0 ; x 2 @D ;
(1:1b) Z D u(x; t) dx = M :
(1:1c) Here 1, = (t) is a Lagrange mutiplier`parameter' to be determined, D is a convex domain, u is the concentration of one of the two species, and the mass M is constant. In (1:1a), Q(u) = ?V 0 (u), where V (u) is a double-well potential with wells of equal depth located at the two preferred phases s + > 0 and s ? < 0 where V (s ) = 0. The non-local nature of (1:1) is re ected in the fact that (t) must satisfy (t) = V ?1 0 R D Q u(x; t)] dx in order for the mass to be conserved. Here V 0 is the volume of D.
Starting from initial data, the solution to (1:1) quickly develops internal layers (or interfaces) of width O( ) that separate regions where u s + from regions where u s ? . A similar phase separation process, but possibly with very complicated dynamics, leads to the formation of a pattern of internal layers for other phase transition models, including the Cahn-Hilliard equation ( 10] ) and the viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation ( 20] The motion of internal layers in a multi-dimensional setting is usually very di erent than in the one-dimensional case. In a multi-dimensional domain, the interfacial motion is usually driven by the curvature of the interface and exponentially weak interactions between neighboring layers are asymptotically negligible. A notable exception to this is the work of 25] for the Allen-Cahn equation with a tri-stable Q(u) where it was shown that a steady interfacial pattern can be formed in the neck of a dumb-bell shaped region through a balance between small interfacial curvature and exponentially weak layer interactions. Here =2 is the mean curvature of ? and j?j denotes the area of ?. It was proved in 14] , and shown numerically in 9] for the case N = 2, that a closed convex interface evolving under (1:2) will tend to a spherical interface enclosing the same volume. In the case when several closed interfaces are formed from initial data, a coarsening process typically occurs, which can again ultimately lead to a single spherical interface. This process, studied in 24] for the case of non-overlapping spheres and in 8] for a collection of concentric radially symmetric interfaces, describes the growth of larger regions at the expense of smaller regions until, eventually, only a single closed interface remains.
This surviving region then tends to a spherical shape under (1:2). A natural question then is to determine the subsequent evolution of a single spherical interface contained in the domain D. Since, from (1:2), v = 0 for such a spherical interface, the asymptotic analysis of 24] gives no indication on the nature of its motion. For the related Cahn-Hilliard equation, it has been proved in 2] and 3] using a dynamical systems approach that internal layer solutions with a spherical shape, which are referred to as bubble solutions, are metastable. The main qualitative feature is that the bubble drifts exponentially slowly across the domain without changing shape, while maintaining a constant radius to conserve mass. The analysis in 2] and 3] is based on construcing an approximate invariant manifold, which captures the slow dynamics, and then proving estimates for the attractivity of this manifold. Although this analysis proves the existence of slow moving bubble solutions, further work is needed to obtain an explicit ODE that quanti es the bubble dynamics.
The goal of this paper is to give an explicit asymptotic characterization of a similar exponentially slow bubble motion that occurs for the analytically more tractable problem (1:1). Our analysis for (1:1) is based on an extension to a multi-dimensional setting of the asymptotic projection method developed in 27], 22] and 23] to treat metastable problems in one spatial dimension.
The outline of our analysis is as follows. In x2 the method of matched asymptotic expansions is used to construct a canonical bubble solution to the equilibrium problem for (1:1a) in all of R N . In x3 the eigenvalue problem associated with the linearization of (1:1a; b) about the canonical bubble solution is analyzed asymptotically. The analysis of this problem extends the results in 2] by providing explicit asymptotic formulas for the behavior of certain eigenfunctions on the boundary of the domain. These estimates, which are central to an explicit determination of the bubble dynamics, are derived using a boundary layer analysis. In x4 these estimates are used together with the projection method to derive an explicit ODE for the slow motion of the center x 0 = x 0 (t) of a bubble. The projection method is based on linearizing (1:1) about a canonical bubble solution where the center x 0 (t) is to be determined. By imposing solvability conditions for the linearized problem that must hold in the limit ! 0, an ODE for x 0 (t) is obtained. In x5 and x6 we study this ODE and determine its unstable equilibrium solution for the cases N = 2 and N 2, respectively. A plot of the layer structure for a bubble solution is shown in Fig. 1 .
When N = 3 our main asymptotic result can be summarized roughly as follows (see x6): Suppose that the bubble is inside D at t = 0 and let x 0 (0) = x 0 0 2 D R N . Assume that at t = 0 there exists a unique point x( 0 ) 2 @D closest to x 0 0 . Then, for exponentially long times, the motion of the center of the bubble is in the direction of x( 0 ) ? x 0 0 . Moreover, the distance r m (t) between x( 0 ) and x 0 (t) satis es the asymptotic ODE Here R 1 and R 2 , with R i > r m for i = 1; 2, are the principal radii of curvature of @D at x( 0 ) and r b is the bubble radius. Moreover, and + are certain constants, which depend weakly on , that can be calculated asymptotically for a given Q(u).
The asymptotic analysis leading to (1:3) is valid only when the bubble is strictly contained within D (i.e. r m > r b ). In x7, we o er some speculations on the motion that occurs after the bubble collapses against @D. In x7 we also make an analogy between the dynamics (1:3) and a similar behavior that occurs in the classical exit time problem (see 18]) for the motion of a Brownian particle con ned in a domain by a potential well.
The Canonical Bubble Solution
In the limit ! 0, we construct an equilibrium solution to (1:1a) in R N that has radial symmetry and that has exactly one internal layer centered at some r = r b . Thus, we are to determine functions b ( ) and U b (r; 
The functions u j ( ) for j 1 and the coe cients in the asymptotic expansions for S ( ) and b ( ), written in (2:4), can be obtained from (2:5) . A few of these terms are given explicitly in (2:8), (2:9), (2:10) and (2:12).
Comparison of Asymptotic and Numerical Results
We now compare our asymptotic results for b and + with corresponding numerical results computed from the full problem (2:2) using the boundary value solver COLSYS 4]. Since COLSYS allows for nonlinear boundary conditions and for interior point constraints, the problem (2:2) can be readily solved using this package by re-writing it as a rst order system for the 5 unknowns u b , u 0 b , S and b . We then truncate (2:2) to a nite domain j j < L by imposing u b ( L) = S . We chose L = 14 in the computations below. To obtain numerical solutions for increasing values of , we used a continuation strategy starting from the planar interface solution.
The computations were done for the following two forms of Q(u): 
Spectral Estimates for the Linearized Problem
We now study the spectral properties associated with linearizing the nite domain problem In the analysis below we assume that the bubble is strictly inside D so that the distance from @D to the internal layer region is O(1) (see Fig. 1 ). With this assumption, the method of matched asymptotic expansions is used to asymptotically calculate those eigenpairs j , j for which j ! 0 as ! 0. The analysis is rather similar to that in x2, with the exception that we must insert a boundary layer term for j near @D in order to satisfy the boundary condition (3:1b) exactly. This boundary layer analysis, which gives explicit asymptotic estimates for certain j on @D, is valid only when D is convex. These spectral results are then used in x4. Heren is the unit outward normal to @D,r = (x ? x 0 )r ?1 andr n denotes the dot product. The analysis leading to (3:13) requires that D is convex. In x4 we need an asymptotic formula for 0 on @D. However, since + fails to exactly satisfy the boundary condition (3:1b), we cannot use + directly to obtain this formula. Instead, to estimate 0 on @D, we must rst add a boundary layer term to + which is localized near @D. To represent 0 near @D, we introduce a local coordinate system de ned near @D. We set = n= , where ?n is the distance from x 2 D to @D, and we let denote N ? 1 coordinates orthogonal to n. In the region = O(1), we write 0 ?1=2 : (3:19) Here N is the surface area of the unit ball in R N and is de ned in ( 
The Translation Eigenfunctions
Let U b (r; ) satisfy (2:1) with r = jx ? x 0 j, and let x j and x 0j denote the j th coordinate of x and x 0 , respectively. Then, by di erentiating (2:1a) with respect to x j , we obtain for j = 1; ::; N has N exponentially small eigenvalues j with corresponding eigenfunctions j R j @ x j U b + Lj , for j = 1; ::; N. Here, R j is a normalization constant and Lj is a boundary layer function localized near @D, which allows (3:1b) to be satis ed. To estimate j , we can use Green's identity applied to (3:1a) and @ x j U b to derive j ? @ x j U b ; j = ? 2 Z @D j @ n @ x j U b dS ; (3:22) where dS is the surface area element on @D. (3:26) In (3:25) and (3:26), r = jx ? x 0 j,r = (x ? x 0 )r ?1 , andn is the unit outward normal to @D.
To estimate j and R j we need to evaluate In x5 and x6 we use Laplace's method to asymptotically evaluate the surface integral in (3:29 Therefore, the estimate (3:30) also holds for these inner products. Such an estimate also holds for any eigenfunction j of (3:1) in R N , with N 2, that is not radially symmetric but that is localized near r = r b and is exponentially small for r > r b .
Comparison of Asymptotic and Numerical Results
For each of the two forms of Q(u) given in ( Table 2b we compare the asymptotic formula (3:34b) for 3 and 4 with corresponding full numerical results computed from (3:32) using COLSYS. The asymptotic results for these higher eigenvalues are again found to be in close agreement with the numerical results.
The Analysis of Slow Bubble Dynamics using the Projection Method
We now consider the time-dependent problem (1:1) for u = u(x; t) and = (t), where the mass M in (1:1c) is constant. We assume that the initial data for We then expand w = P 1 j=0 c j (t) j , where j for j 0 are the normalized eigenfunctions of (3:1). Since r = jx ? x 0 (t)j in (3:1a), these eigenfunctions now depend parametrically on time. Applying Green's identity to (3:1) In addition, to satisfy the mass constraint in (4:2c) we require that k ; jt is exponentially small. Thus, the last term on the left side of (4:5a) corresponds to a skew-symmetric matrix. Since such a matrix does not lead to exponential growth of c j (t) in (4:5a), this term is insigni cant in the derivation of the consistency conditions below.
When the bubble is strictly inside D, we recall from x3 that 0 > 0 with 0 = O( 2 ), that 1 ,.., N are exponentially small and that j < 0 with j = O( 2 ) for j N + 1. Thus, in (4:5a), the only terms that can lead to growth in c j (t) are those corresponding j = 0; 1; ::N. In addition, by comparing (3:20) with (3:30) it follows that ? j ; 1 for j 1 is exponentially smaller than ? 0 ; 1 . Therefore, to asymptotically satisfy the constraint (4:8) we require that c 0 (t) = 0 for all time. Thus, to eliminate exponential growth for c 0 (t) on the time interval t = O( ?1 0 ), we require that the right side of (4:5a) vanish when j = 0. Next, we observe from (3:26), (3:28) (3:29) and (4:7) that, although B j is exponentially small, it has the same exponential estimate as that for the exponentially small eigenvalues. Therefore, unless the right side of (4:5a) vanishes for j = 1; ::; N, we would obtain an O(1) response for c j (t) over the exponentially long time intervals induced by 1 ; ::; N . This would then violate the assumption that w U b . Therefore, we must require that the right side of (4:5a) vanish for j = 1; ::; N. In summary, the N + 1 consistency conditions are that ? @ t U b ; j = ? ? 1; j ? B j ; j = 0; ::; N :
Finally, notice that when j N + 1, the right side of (4:5a) is exponentially small and j = O( 2 ) with j < 0. Since c j (t) for j N + 1 is decreasing in time, the conditions (4:9) are su cient to ensure that w is exponentially small uniformly in time.
There are three main observations, which follows from the results in x3, that enable us to asymptotically decouple (4:9) into two separate sub-systems: one for j = 0 and the other for j = 1; ::; N. Firstly @ t U b ; j for j = 1; ::; N has the same asymptotic order as B j for j = 1; ::; N, then since 0 is radially symmetric (except in a O( ) region near @D), it follows that ? @ t U b ; 0 is exponentially smaller than B 0 . These three observations show that we can neglect the left side of (4:9) when j = 0 and we can neglect the term ? 1; j for j = 1; ::; N. Therefore, using (4:7), we obtain the following asymptotically decoupled problem for x 0 (t) and (t): The equilibrium value of is obtained by setting x 0 = x e 0 in (4:13a).
The geometrical implications of (4:13) and (4:14) for the dynamics and the equilibria of the bubble solution are examined in x5 for the case N = 2 and in x6 for the case N 2.
Slow Bubble Motion in N = 2 Dimensions
We now examine the dynamics under (4:13b) when N = 2. In this case is arclength along @D and thus dS = d in (4:13) . Suppose that at time t = 0, the distance r( ; 0) = jx( ) ? x 0 (0)j is minimized at a unique point x( 0 ) 2 @D with arclength coordinate = 0 . In the limit ! 0, we now show from (4:13b) that x( 0 ) remains the closest point on @D to x 0 (t) as t increases. 
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Since, from (5:3a), _ x 0 is in the direction ofr m (t), it follows that _ r m (t) < 0. Since this distance is decreasing, the surface coordinate where r( ; t) is minimized cannot be a discontinuous function of t. Therefore, we can assume that = m (t) is di erentiable. Finally, to establish that _ m = 0, we rst di erentiate (5:1) with respect to t to get 
Explicit Examples of Slow Dynamics
To generate convex domains we follow 16] . Let the origin be contained in D and let (x 1 ; x 2 ) be a point on @D. Let Thus given any p( ) with p( ) = p( + 2 ), p( ) > 0 and p( ) + p 00 ( ) > 0, we obtain the boundary of a strictly convex domain ( < 0).
We now illustrate our results for two choices of p( ) and for the two choices of Q(u) given in (2:21) (see (2:22) for some heteroclinic orbit constants for these Q(u)). In Fig. 6 we show the motion of the center of the bubble starting from the three di erent initial conditions labeled by O i , for i = 1; 2; 3. The closest point on @D to O i (labeled by ? in Fig. 6 ) is computed numerically and the curvature m of @D at this closest point, which is needed in (5:5), is calculated from (5:11). The bubble then moves in the direction of the arrows and begins to collapse against @D when its center is at C i . In Fig. 7 we plot the function log 10 (1 + t) versus r m ?r b for each of the three initial conditions. Notice that the bubble is essentially stationary over a very long time interval. For each i, in Table 3 we give the coordinates of the initial location O i and we give the initial distance r m (0) to @D. We also show the favorable comparison between the asymptotic collapse time (5:9) and the corresponding numerical value computed from (5:5). Table 4. 5.2 The Equilibrium Bubble Location N = 2 For ! 0, we now use (4:14) to determine the center x 0 = x e 0 of the (unstable) equilibrium bubble solution. Suppose that the center x in of the largest inscribed circle B for D is uniquely de ned. In particular, this occurs when D is strictly convex (i.e. < 0 on @D). In this case, we show that x e 0 is located at an O( ) distance from x in . In other words, x e 0 is asymptotically close to that point in D which is furthest from the boundary.
Suppose that B is uniquely determined and that B is tangent to @D at exactly two points x( 1 ) 2 @D and x( 2 ) 2 @D with 1 6 = 2 . Let r in be the radius of B and let C be the chord joining x( 1 ) and x( 2 ). We assume that the order of contact of B with @D is such that the strict inequality i r in > ?1 holds for i = 1; 2. Here i is the curvature of @D at = i . Letn i be the unit outward normal to @D at i . Then, the following local conditions must hold at 1 Fig. 10 where we show the location of the equilibrium bubble solution corresponding to the domain given in Fig. 6 .
When the curvatures at the two contact points are unequal, the bubble center x e 0 still lies on C but is now at an O( ) distance from x in . Let r i = jx( i ) ? x e 0 j andr i = (x( i ) ? x e 0 )r ?1 i for i = 1; 2. Since x e 0 2 C and jx e 0 ? x in j = O( ), we haver i n i = 1,r 1 = ?r 2 and r 1 ? r 2 = O( ).
These relations are used when applying Laplace's method to (4:14) Note that when j 1 j > j 2 j, then r 1 > r in and r 2 < r in . Thus, the center of the equilibrium bubble solution is located on C at an O( ) distance from x in in the direction of the contact point where the magnitude of the curvature is smaller.
We now brie y consider the case when B makes exactly three-point contact with the boundary of a strictly convex domain. Let x in be the unique location of the center of B. Then, by using Laplace's method on (4:14) , it is clear that (4:14) is asymptotically satis ed when x e 0 = x in provided that the curvatures at the three contact points are equal and that the angles between adjacent line segments joining x in to the contact points are 120 apart. An example of this situation is illustrated in Fig. 11 where we show the location of the equilibrium bubble solution corresponding to the triangular shaped domain given in Fig. 6 . In the more typical case when the angles are not 120 apart or when the curvatures at the contact points are unequal, the center x e 0 is shifted by an O( ) amount away from x in . A similar analysis as was given above for the two-point contact case can be done to calculate this shift precisely. The result is as follows:
Corollary (Three-Point Contact): Assume that B is uniquely de ned and that B makes exactly three-point contact with @D at x( i ) 2 @D for i = 1; 2; 3. Suppose also that i r in > ?1 for i = 1; 2; 3, where i 0 is the curvaure of @D at x( i ). Then case, a simple application of Laplace's method on (4:14) shows only that the bubble must lie on this line segment. However, by examining the subdominant contributions to the integral in (4:14) away from the contact points it is clear that (4:14) will be asymptotically satis ed only when x e 0 = (0; 0).
Slow Bubble Motion in N 2 Dimensions
We now analyze (4:13) when N 2. Let = ( 1 ; ::; N?1 ) be a parameterization of the N ? 1 dimensional surface @D. Suppose that at time t = 0, the distance r( ; 0) = jx( ) ? x 0 (0)j is minimized at a unique point x( 0 ) 2 @D where = 0 . Then, as in the case N = 2, it can be shown that the motion of the center of the bubble, in the limit ! 0, is in the direction of the vector x( 0 ) ? x 0 (0) for t > 0.
To derive an explicit ODE for the distance r m (t) between x( 0 ) and x 0 (t) we need to evaluate . Numerical values for the parameters + and used in (6:4), which were calculated from (2:8), (2:14) , (2:22a) and (6:6), are given in Table 5 . In Table 5 we also show the favorable comparison between the asymptotic collapse time (6:8) and the corresponding numerical result computed from (6:4).
Finally, we remark that the determination of the equilibrium bubble center x e 0 proceeds as in the N = 2 case considered in x5.2. Suppose that the center x in of the largest sphere that can be inscribed within D is uniquely determined. Then, by using Laplace's method on (4:14) it follows that x e 0 is located at an O( ) distance away from x in . For instance, consider the case of two-point contact and let N = 3. Then, x e 0 is located along the chord C joining the contact points. Moreover, in analogy with (5:15), we obtain from (4:14) and ( become attached to the boundary. Recall that the results in x4-6 are valid only until the bubble begins to collapse against @D. For the two-dimensional case, we now speculate on the qualitative behavior of the subsequent motion. To satisfy the Neumann boundary condition and to minimize the surface energy at a given time, the bubble interface must intersect @D at right angles and should be asymptotically close to the arc of a circle that encloses the required mass. The bubble should then move on a fast time scale in the direction where the magnitude of the curvature is increasing the most. This process decreases the surface energy and should continue until a local minimum of the surface energy is attained. Such a minimum presumably occurs near a region of @D where the magnitude of the curvature has a local maximum. If @D contains some segments where the curvature is constant, the bubble motion along @D may become stuck and an asymptotic metastability analysis may be required. It would be worthwhile to examine these issues in detail. Finally, we remark on an interesting comparison between the eigenvalue problem (3:1) and the eigenvalue problem that is associated with the exit time behavior for a Brownian particle con ned ). Therefore, the particle is most likely to exit @D at x m and the expected time for exit is O( ?1 0 ). This estimate for 0 is qualitatively similar to the estimate (6:7) that was derived for the bubble solution. Therefore, although the number of exponentially small eigenvalues for (3:1) and (7:2) di er, our conclusion that the bubble will move in the direction of the closest point on @D over an exponentially long time scale has a natural correspondence with similar behavior in the exit-time problem. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . The last two columns compare the asymptotic collapse time (5.9) with the corresponding numerical result. 41
